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Abstract

Windows play an important role in modern buildings. Get-

ting to know the window states, e.g., open vs. close, is an

enabler of many smart city applications, such as energy con-

servation and emergency response. In this work, we col-

lect the very first multi-modal (RGB, thermal, depth, LiDAR,

and ultrasound) window dataset named WinSet at various

distances and angles. Multiple window types and hetero-

geneous window states are considered, such as openness

(open vs. close), human behind (with vs. without), and light-

ing (on vs. off). Although our WinSet dataset has many us-

age scenarios, we concretize two sample ones: (i) analysis

of state distinguishability using different sensor modalities

and (ii) algorithms to detect open windows.We believe shar-

ing WinSet and its collection procedure with the engineer-

ing and research communities will stimulate many creative

smart city applications.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Multimedia

information systems.
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1 Introduction

Urban and suburban settings consist of building structures

that vary in size, height, age, and use. Today, Building Man-

agement Systems (BMS), integrated with Heating, Ventila-

tion, Air Conditioning (HVAC) and surveillance systems,

are installed in large public or commercial spaces for bet-

ter occupant comfort, security, and safety. In this paper, we

collect a dataset focusing on a critical structural aspect of

all urban buildings: windows. Windows are keys to several

building functions, and their states influence not only as-

pects of ventilation and lighting [17] but also energy con-

sumption, public safety, and community management. For

example, if windows are left open, air conditioners may con-

sume more electricity resulting in excessive greenhouse gas

emissions [18], while thieves may sneak into the building

causing security concerns. At a fire scene, the extra oxygen

and wind from an open window may fuel the fire or change

its spreading pattern, and cause complications to firefight-

ers. In addition, humans may appear at the windows when

trying to leave or escape from the buildings. For example,

the police department may want to monitor all windows to

locate active shooters or depressed citizens. Moreover, dur-

ing epidemic time, governments increasingly promote the

benefits of opening windows of crowded rooms to reduce

the transmission of tuberculosis [6].

Therefore, getting to know the locations and states of win-

dows is crucial to many smart city applications. Examples of

the window states include: openness (open vs. close), human

behind (with vs. without), and lighting (on vs. off). One way

to determine the window states is to install dedicated sen-

sors, such as magnet switches for window openness. How-

ever, it costs a lot for the deployment and maintenance, so

dedicated sensors are not installed by every building (espe-

cially in developing countries). Furthermore,most dedicated

sensors can only detect one window state, and we may not

have access to the sensor data when emergency occurs. To

cope with such limitations, image and other rich-media sen-

sors can be adopted. These sensors can be set up at the fixed

positions for persistent monitoring, or carried by humans or

robots/drones for dynamic monitoring.

Detecting window states using rich-media sensors is in-

herently challenging. For example, it is hard to detect win-

dow openness using RGB cameras because the light reflec-

tion and transmission in glass are complicated processes
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affected by too many factors. Therefore, from different

angles, RGB cameras may see through the window glass

or observe reflected views. Fortunately, there exist many

rich-media sensors for diverse modalities other than visible

lights captured by RGB cameras. Nonetheless, most public

datasets [4] are collected by RGB cameras only. Hence, it

is no easy task to develop multi-modal classification algo-

rithms for window states.

RGB rmal Depth Lidar Ultrasound

Figure 1. Considered sensor modalities.

In this paper, we collect the first multi-modal window

state dataset named WinSet1 for novel smart city applica-

tions. We employ the following sensor modalities: RGB,

thermal, depth, LiDAR, and ultrasound, as illustrated in

Fig. 1. WinSet dataset consists of two parts: datasets A and

B. Dataset A collects the multi-modal window images with

distinct states from different angles and at diverse distances.

Possible usages of this dataset include finding the best sen-

sor combination for detecting each window state, and de-

signing concrete state classifiers. A classifier for human be-

hind, for example, could be a part of BMS [3], applying data

to help victim rescue in firefighting, or used by the police de-

partment to locate active shooters or prevent suicide cases.

Dataset B collects the multi-modal images of various types

of windows with different openness states at a given angle

(0°) and distances (1, 2, and 3 m). One possible usage of this

dataset is designing state classifiers that work across differ-

ent window types. To the best of our knowledge, WinSet is

the very first multi-modal window dataset, while the collec-

tion procedure of similar datasets has never been proposed in

the literature.

2 Related Work

To our best knowledge, there is only one dataset focus-

ing on the window openness state. Particularly, Safavi et

al. [19] collected a sound dataset with four window states:

open, close, open-to-close, and close-to-open. Their dataset

concentrated on sound, and thus is quite different from

WinSet. While not exercising diverse window states, RGB

datasets on windows have been collected for window local-

ization [15]. Examples of such RGB datasets include Gadde

et al. [7], and Daftry et al. [5]. Besides RGB, datasets from

other modalities were also collected. For example, Mal-

ihi et al. [16] employed LiDAR to create building struc-

ture datasets, while Sirmacek et al. [20] adopted a thermal

1Please contact the authors for the access to the dataset.

camera to capture a building opening dataset. The above-

mentioned window-related datasets only considered a sin-

gle modality, and thus is different fromWinSet. There were

also attempts on combining two sensor modalities, e.g., Jarz-

abek et al. [12] and Lin et al. [14] captured RGB and thermal

images of buildings for detecting air leaks to save energy.

Table 1. Specifications of Adopted Sensors

A B Modality Make/Model Technology
Sampling

Rate

Field

of View

Raw

Format

✓ ✓ RGB
Intel

Realsense D435
Visible Light

680×480

@15 fps
69°×42° .bag

✓ Thermal
FLIR

Lepton 2.0

Long Wavelength

Infrared

80×60

@8.6 fps
50°×40°

.bin,

.png

✓ Thermal
FLIR

Lepton 3.5

Long Wavelength

Infrared

160×120

@8.7 fps
57°×45°

.bin,

.png

✓ ✓ Depth
Intel

Realsense D435

Active Stereo

Infrared

680×480

@15 fps
86°×57° .bag

✓ LiDAR
Velodyne

Puck VLP-16
Laser

1875×16

@10 fps
360°×30° .pcap

✓ Ultrasound
OSEPP

HC-SR04
Sonar

1×1

@10 fps
60°×60° .txt

(a)

Wall

Window

Sensor

d

FoV

θ

φ

(b) (c)

Figure 2.Data collection setup: (a) 7-meter tripod, (b) tripod

setup for dataset A, and (c) sensor setup for dataset B.

3 Collection Procedure

3.1 Dataset A

Hardware. We choose four off-the-shelf sensors to collect

dataset A, as reported in Table 1. The RGB camera cap-

tures visible lights into images. The thermal camera uses a

microbolometer to detect the infrared (emitted by objects),

translates it into relative temperature, and creates thermal

images. The depth camera collects two parallel images, and

then calculates the depth of each pixel. Last, LiDAR emits

laser beams, assesses the duration for the beams to bounce

back, calculates the distances to objects, and generates a 3D

map for the surrounding environment. Because we plan to

collect dataset A from systematically selected angles, we

adopt a 7-meter tripod with a pan-tilt head, as illustrated

in Fig. 2(a). We attach all sensors on a platform, which is

then mounted on the tripod head.

Software. We use software tools provided by the sensor

manufacturers to capture image frames. For example, we in-

stall Intel Realsense Viewer from their official GitHub [11]

on our laptop to record RGB and depth image frames. The

tool compresses each pair of RGB and depth image frames

into a .bag file. For the thermal sensor, we set it up on a
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Raspberry Pi 3, and compile the code of Leptonmodule from

Groupgets [9] to get thermal image frames.We also save the

original thermal data using a Python script into .bin files.

For LiDAR, we utilize VeloView [13] to capture the detected

3D points into .pcap files, frame by frame.

Steps.We collect data from four exterior windows on our

campus. We vary the following parameters: (i) distance d ∈

{3, 6, 12} meter, (ii) polar angle θ ∈ {0°, 30°}, and (iii) azimuthal

angle φ ∈ {0°, 30°, 60°}, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We consider

three representative window states: (i) openness, (ii) human,

and (iii) lighting. Each measurement lasts for 10 seconds.

3.2 Dataset B

Hardware.We also choose four sensors for dataset B, as re-

ported in Table 1. Compared to dataset A, we use a thermal

camera with a higher resolution of 160 x 120. We employ

two ultrasound sensors. Both exterior and interior windows

are considered in dataset B. We set up all sensors on a plat-

form, which is revealed in Fig. 2(c). We set two ultrasound

sensors at the two sides of the Intel Realsense, inspired by

Bai et al. [1]. This is to detect the two casements that are

common among several window types. All sensors are con-

nected to a Raspberry Pi 4 for better mobility.

Software. For RGB and depth sensors, we use Intel Re-

alsense rs-capture instead of Intel Realsense Viewer to con-

serve energy of Raspberry Pi 4. Different from other sensors,

the ultrasound sensors only get readings rather than images.

We program the ultrasound sensors to detect ten times ev-

ery second, and save the values into a .txt file.

Steps.We consider diverse window types, such as sliding,

awing, barred, and screened windows. We point the sensors

to the center of each window (both θ and φ are 0°), and col-

lect the dataset at three different distances d ∈ {1, 2, 3} m.

Each measurement lasts for 10 seconds. We focus on the

openness state, and only keep 20 image frames for eachmea-

surement in the dataset.

3.3 Semantic Labeling

We annotate each image pixel using Labelme [21] with one

ormultiple labels, including glass, window frame, wall, floor,

ceiling, human, open window, and background. Because

RGB images have the highest resolution, we decide to label

RGB images only. Moreover, for each RGB video, we only

label 20 equal-distanced sample image frames to leverage

temporal redundancy.

4 Sample Usage Scenarios

4.1 Distinguishability of Different Sensors

To understand which sensors have better distinguishabil-

ity among different window states, we analyze the image

frames from dataset A. In the following discussion, we take

window openness as an example. Other window states can

be analyzed with the same approach. For any two images,

we employ two metrics to quantify their distinguishability:

(i) Histogram Correlation (HC) [2] and (ii) Number of Gauss-

ian till Homogeneity (NG) [8]. Lower HC, as well as higher

NG, values mean higher distinguishability.

To compute statistically meaningful results, for each win-

dow, distance, and azimuthal angle, we randomly select 100

pairs of images with different window openness states from

dataset A, and 100 pairs of images with the same window

openness states (both open or close) to compute their dis-

tinguishability individually. A good sensor modality should

show high distinguishability with different window states,

and low distinguishability with the same window states. We

make the following key observations on our experiment re-

sults2: (i) depth images don’t work at all, (ii) both thermal

and RGB images have good open window distinguishability,

(iii) RGB images have the best performance at all distances,

and (iv) sensors work the best at 0°and the shortest distance;

the largest distinguishability appears at 3 m and 0°. Hence,

we conclude that the most promising sensor modalities for

distinguishing window openness are: RGB and thermal sen-

sors. This usage scenario demonstrates that WinSet can be an-

alyzed for novel insights of heterogeneous smart city applica-

tions using different sensor modalities.

4.2 Open Window Detection

We design two open window detection algorithms using

dataset B. We use thermal images to develop Thermal Win-

dow Classification (TWC) algorithm based on the follow-

ing intuition. We expect to observe the consistent temper-

ature from the whole window when a window is close, and

diverse temperature distribution when a window is open.

TWC generates a histogram of all pixels. If there exists only

one local minimum in the histogram, we declare the win-

dow is open, because there are two clusters of thermal read-

ings. We also develop an UltrasoundWindow Classification

(UWC) algorithm, which compares the distance returned by

the ultrasound sensor against the actual distance to a win-

dow (e.g., derived from theGPS coordinates or building blue-

print). If the ultrasound sensor data is larger than the actual

distance by a cushion parameter (20 cm if not otherwise

specified), we declare the window is open.

We have also implemented two existing algorithms as our

baseline algorithms: Zheng et al. [22] and Huang et al. [10].

Fig. 3 compares the performance of the algorithms at dif-

ferent distances. We make the following key observations.

First, the ultrasound-based algorithms (Huang and UWC)

perform worse at longer distances. However, our proposed

UWC constantly outperforms Huang once the distance goes

above 0.5 m. In terms of recall, Huang and UWC drop to

close to 0 at 1 m. Second, the RGB/thermal-based algo-

rithms (Zheng and TWC) perform better at longer distances.

Furthermore, our proposed TWC consistently outperforms

2Figures are omitted due to space limit.
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Figure 3. The performance of our two open window detection algorithms at different distances: (a) accuracy, (b) precision,

(c) recall, and (d) F1-score.

Zheng in both accuracy and F1-score, and the performance

gap increases as the distance is increased. Based on this fig-

ure, we recommend the UWC algorithm for fine-grained

detection (≤ 40 cm), and the TWC algorithm for coarse-

grained detection (> 40 cm). This usage scenario demon-

strates that WinSet can be used to develop and evaluate win-

dow state classifiers for smart city applications.

5 Conclusion

We have collected a multi-modal window dataset, called

WinSet. WinSet consists of two datasets: (i) dataset A for

window images with distinct states from different angles at

various distances, and (ii) dataset B for window images of

different window types with different states at diverse dis-

tances. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior

dataset collected with so many modalities, states, distances,

and angles. We carefully organize the data files and pro-

vide alternative file formats to ease the burden on the en-

gineers/researchers who want to use our dataset. WinSet

can be used in many usage scenarios, including but not lim-

ited to what we showed: sensor data analysis and window

state classifiers. In addition to our dataset, the data collec-

tion procedure can be adopted by the research community.

We highly welcome contributions from all over the world

since windows are quite different among continents.
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